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A PHENOMENOLOGICAL STUDY OF THE SUSCEPTIBILITY 
TO TEMPER EMBRITTLEMENT OF 2 .25%Cr-17J1o S'fEEL 
by 
Craig David Clauser 
ABSTRACT 
The susceptibility to temper embrittlement of a single heat of 
2 • 2 5 % Cr - 1 % Mo s tee 1 was s tu d i e d . The be ha\" i {) r \) f the s t et: 1 i. n 
various conditions was considered. These cc)nditi()11s i11cludeci tl1in 
s:ection base plate material water quenched and ten1pered, air c;-)oled 
al'\d tempered, and fu·rnace cooled and tempered as well as coarse grained 
heat .af:rected zone. 
The qu.enched and tempered materia 1 was shown to be superior to the 
normalized and tempered material in both initial toughness and in 
:resi:s;tance to temper embrittlement. The norn1alized and tempered material 
wa:s superior to the furnace coo led and tempered material i11 l>otl1 the \ 
urtembrittled condition and the ernbrittled conditit1n. Tlle furn,icc cooled 
,mate:rial showed no embritt lement when subjected to tl1e s tep-c(.10 l em-
l:.1~ittlement treatment. 
The step-cool embrittlement treatment was shown to be unrepresenta• 
ti~e o.f the susceptibility of a material to embrittlement when stibjL·ctcd 
tp el~vated temperature for long periods of time. 
A partial C-curve isoembrittlement diagram was constructed for the 
·air cooled and tempered material which illustrates tl1e embr itt lem-ent 
kinetics of the steel. 
A ~teep stress applied to the air cooled material during embrittle-
men:t -was shown to have little effect on the mater ia 1 's suscept ib i l i.t)r 
ftlr times up to 1000 hours. 
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The coarse grained heat affected zone was shown to be far superior 
in initial toughness and resistance to embrittlernent to the base 
material. in which it would be located in industrial service. 
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ABSTRACT 
The susceptibility to temper embrittlement of a single heat of 
.2' • 2 5 % Cr - 1 % Mo st e e 1 was s t ud i e d • The be 11 a '.1 i () r ,) f the s t e c 1 in 
vari·ous c.onditions was considered. These cc)nditic)ns in.c lt1dc·d thin 
s·ec·tion base plate material water quenched and tempered, air Cf1(1led 
and tempered, and furnace cooled and tempered as well as coarse 
he.at affected zone. 
n·ra ined b 
The: q.uenched and ·tempered material was shown to be superior to the 
:no:rm.a·I.iz~d ·and tempered material in both initial toughness and in 
:i:·es:1s·taJ1.ce -to temper embrittlement. The normalized and tempered material 
w4·s :Efupe:ri.o:r to the furnace cooled and tempered material i11 botl1 the 
unembritt:·led condition and the embrittled co11dition. Tl1e furnace cooled 
. ·: . .. -, .. ' . 
:mat.e·r.ial showed no embrittlement when subjected to the step-c,Jol em-
brittlement treatment. 
The ·st.ep-cool embrittlement treatment was shott1n to be unrepresenta• 
t:_i.ve ·o.f the susceptibility of a material to emhrittlement when Stlbjectcd 
tb ~levated temperature for long periods of time. 
A. l),,:rrtial C-curve isoembrittlement diagram was constructed for the 
ai:r cqo·ted and tempered material which illustrates the embrittlement 
kirietics of the steel. 
A creep stress applied to the air cooled material during cmbrittlc-
:~ent was shown to have little effect on the material's susceptibility 
for times up to 1000 hours. 
1 
l 
}I'h:~ coarse grained heat affected zone was shown to be far superior 
irt :ini:tial toughness and resistance to embr it t lement to the base 
-~a£erial in which it would be located in industrial service. 
·"' .. 
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:1:,.. INTRODUCTION 
2.25% Cr - 1% Mo steel* is used quite extensively by the petrole-
\nII indu·stry for construction of hydrocracking units. These units are 
used for the conversion of heavy feedstock into light products such as 
high-quality gasoline and jet fuel kerosenes. Economic operation of a 
hydrocracking unit necessitates it operating at relatively high temper-
atures and pressures. The chemical composition of 2.25% Cr - 1% Mo 
steel gives it good creep resistance and resistance to corrosive attack, 
bµt at the same time gives it the potential disad\·antage of embrittle-
'!Ilent in servic~ (usually in 700°F to 900°F range). 
Of vital concern to the people who operate these units is the 
temperature at which the material of which they are constructl'd undc!"r· 
.goes the ductile to brittle transition. Although this temperature is 
always well below the operating temperature of a unit, a potential 
hazard might exist while the unit was being cooled to ambient tempera-
tures for servicing. This would be the case if embrittlemeflt during 
s.erviqe reduced the toughness of the material to the point at which it 
behaved :in a brittle manner at ambient temperaturc,s. 
It 1s fc)r this 
reason that the work described here of characterizing the 
btittlement 2.25% Cr - 1% Mo steel has been performed. 
. 
se r\' ice em-
-One predominant mechanism by which elevated temperature service 
€\'ffects transition temperature is temper embrittlernent. Temper em-
*The American Society for Testing and Materials offers two desig-
nations for this steel. In the quenched and tempered cnnditi,~n it 
is referred to as A542 while in the normalized condition it is known 
a.s A387 Grade D. 
3 
' 
. 
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( l) brittlement is a much studied phenomenon, 
of which are: 
the chief charact~ristics 
.; 
::; 
I 
•. f J,: 
l. 
1. Emb;rlt-t lement can occur in alloy steels having ferrite 
plus carbide microstructures. Embrittlement occurs within 
the temper at u re range 7 0 0 ° F to 1 0 0 0 ° I;~ and c x h i b i ts a 11(: - c t1 r ve •• 
time-temperature relationship within this range. 
( , 3 ! ' 
.::., .... , ... _) 
·2o Embrittlement occurs only in the prescr1cc l1f specific 
impurity elements. These are Sb, P, Sn, and 1 r1 ()rd er 
(5) of decreasing severity on a weight percent basis. 
3 o Embr itt lement is reversible. Severely embr it t lecl material 
may be de-embritt led by heating for shc)rt times above the (6) 
embrittling temperature range. 
4. Embrittlement consists of decohesion along prior austenite 
grain boundaries. Actually, the decL1hcsion occurs in 
fer r it e gr a in bound a r i e s but is r e s t r i c t c d ;1 1 ::i.,, s t t· r\ t i r e l y 
(~,7,8) 
J 
• ~ 
• 
to those which lie along prior austenitc tr_!.~ : 1 l.I1 ') 1 t••1·' .. ~,., . s r-, '--:. 4 ;:, __ , .~ !.. • l. fl' "' -t .. - ~-.. .. • 
So The degree and rate of embrittlement are profoundly affected 
by alloy content: 
} (7,9) a. Plain carbon steel(/ 0.5% Mn) does not embrittle. -
(6) :b. Small amounts of Mo (L 0.570) and \•l inhibit embrittlement. 
c-. Cr and Mn and to a lesser degree Ni enhance embrittle-(9,10,11) 
ment. A 1 so, large an1oun ts of }\() and t.: enhance (6) 
embrittlement. 
• d. A decrease in carbon content reduces the degree of 
embrittlement, but a complete absence ()f carb(Jn ci,1cs 
(9) 
not entirely prevent embrittlement. 
4 
•. 
.. 
-~-
·: 
f 
"•'.J 
.. , 
, . 
... 
.• ... 
,· 
l 
.?· 
J: 
6. There is some evidence that both impurity elements and 
a 11 o yin g e 1 eme n t s ( such as C r and ~1!1 ) a re c () n c e 11 t r a t e d 
on prior austenite grain boundaries in embrittlc1 d 
( 12, 13, 14, 15) 
steel. 
7. Embrittlement consists of an upward shift in tl1c trans it ir>n 
temper at u re o f the s tee 1 . The up p e r she 1 f en e r g :: , t l1 ii t i s 
(8) 
the plain stress toughness, is not affected. 
80 F.tYr a given steel composition, material in the martensitic 
c·ondition shows a much greater tendency ti..) embrittle than 
that in the bainitic condition. Likewise, bainitic 
material shows greater tendency for eml)rittlement than 
(11) 
pearlitic material. 
9. All else being equal, increased austenitic grain size 
(16) 17) 
t1 • 
results in increased embrittlement . 
10. Pla~tic deformation after embrittlement appears to 
lower the transition temperature. 
(18, 19) 
of deformation during embrittlement appear 
(19,20) 
development of embrittlement. 
Small amounts 
to delay the 
... 
:Considenation of the above characteristics leads one to the 
c::ontlusion that temper embrittlement might be expected when using 
.2;,.2·5% Cr - 1% Mo steel in the 700°F to 1000°F tc1npc·rdlt1re r;111gt~. 
Pre.11:.minary tests by other investigators indicate that this. is, in 
(21) 
fa:ct, the c:.a:se. 
The object of this study was then to more fully characterize 
the temper embrittlement of 2.25% Cr - 1% Mo steel, that is, to 
.determine how different variables affect the degree of temper em-
5 
• 
·::( 
brittlement of the material. The particular variables considered .• 
were: 
·.,; 
1. .. The embrittlement temperature. 
2 .. The time at temperature. 
·3 .. The strength level of the material. 
4 .. The microstructure of ·the material. 
5 .. The effect of stress at temperature. 
Bo··th base plate and simulated heat affected zone (HAZ) material were 
S't-ud.ied· (the temper embritt lement of 2. 2570 Cr - 1% ~1t1 t.;f' l d :nt· Lal is 
cur:rently being investigated by another group under P\'RC sp.1r1s,·1 rsl1ip 
a_t D't·exe-·1 University). To maximize the value of the rest1lts t,1 u~t·rs 
of this steel, industrial practices were simulated wherever possible 
during the heat treatment and embrittlement of the material. 
In planning this study care was taken to produce results which 
co1;1l·d conveniently be related to current temper embrittlement theory. 
I-t ,was felt that if the theory could be specifically related to 2.254%. 
Cr - 1% Mo it ~ould be of great value since extrapolation beyond the 
t~nge of the variables studied would then be possible. 
·11.. EXPERI}IBNTAL PROCEDURE 
Approach -
This program was an exploratory study of the effects of differ-
·ertt variables of elevated temperature service on the transition 
temperature of 2.25% Cr - 1% Mo steel. The object being to determine 
those variables which are, relative to the others, most i.mportant in 
c·ausing embrittlement. 
6 
. .. 
To maximize the significance of the results to the industrial 
o:rg:~n-izations concerned the exper irnenta l cond it i'°1ns werp made to 
Simulate actual industrial conditions wherever possible. 
The specific parameters studied were: 
1. The embrittlement temperature. 
. 2. The time at temperature. 
3. The stress applied at temperature. 
4-. The initial quench rate. 
5. The strength level of the material. 
·. 
The measure of embrittlement used was the Charpy energy transition 
temperature. It was realized that this measure would yield compara-
tive rather than design information. 
Material -
To eliminate chemistry as a variable, all the material used in 
this study was taken from a single heat of steel. This heat was 
-
Lukens Steel Campa~ heat n~ber A-0152, which was produced to A-387D 
specifications and rolled to six inch plate. The specific chc•mistry 
. of this heat is presented in Table I. To determine the "tramp" element 
Content, two other analyses were performed; one hy United States Steel 
Research Laboratories· and another by the Chevron Research Company and 
the Materials Testing Laboratories located in Los Angc·lrs. 
The material as received at Lehigh was in the form l)f croppings 
f:r::om a reactor shell course which had been fabricated from thC' plate 
material. These croppings were sawn into half inch and one inch 
Slices as well as 7/8 inch square bars. All slices were taken from 
.... 
near quarter thickness locations in the plate. Center and surface 
.• 
7 , 
\ 
• 
., 
j 
. ,. 
material was not used. The orientation of the slices in the crop-
}pings is illustrated in Figure 1. 
In describing the initial heat treatment given the material it 
is mo:st convenient to describe first the base plate treatment and 
· then the simulated HAZ treatment. A 11 base plat c· mat v r i a I was 
austenitized at 1750°F for one hour following which it was given one 
of the follbwing quenches: 
liO One inch plate water quench. 
2~ One inch plate air cool. 
3.. Half inch plate air cool (7 /8 inch bar air cool). 
4o Half inch plate furnace cool. 
The cooling curves involved in these quenches are given in Figure 2 
where they have been superimposed on a continuous cooling trans-
(22) 
formation diagram for the material. 
Th e c c) o 1 i r1 g r a t t· s f t] r t 11 e 
half inch plate and the 7 /8 inch square bar were assur:wd t<J be tlw 
same since the surface to volume ratios of the two arc the sar.w 
''1 ·3 .. ) 
( 'llli~ - " 
approximately 4.5 inches- 1 • Further, this rate is a good approxi-
mation of the center cooling rate of a six inch plate when water 
quenched. The furnace cooled half inch plate cooling rate is a good 
approximation of the center cooling rate of a six inch plate when air 
cooledo 
Material given these quenches was then tempered to various 
strength levels. In the cases of the half inch air cooled and 
furnace cooled plate and the 7/8 inch air cooled bar, tempering pro-
cedures were representative of industrial tempering practice. That 
is a temper of 1280°F followed by stress relief at 1225°F from which 
the material was slow cooled at a rate of 50°F per hour. The initial 
8 
'; heat treatments are sunnnarized in Table II. 
In addition to the base plate heat treatments described above, a 
simulated coarse grained heat affected Z<Jt1e W,:lS prodt1cec1 in 52 .4 x .4 
x 4 inch blanks. This was done in tl1e f()l lcJ\,,1 i11~2, 1na1n1t·r: aftt-·r llt.·ing 
austenitized one hour at 1750°F and te1npered si.:.-: tl()t1rs at l2H 1 , 0 1,· ll1e 
material was machined to .4 x .4 x 4 inch bars a11d gi'.'et1 tl1l· Lii,·r:::al 
cycle illustrated in Figure 3 with a Gleeb le thern1a 1 eye le s ir:nJ l atrJr. 
This p.ortion of the work was done by the Babcock and Wi lcc)X Research 
L:aboratory. After HAZ simulation the material was stress relic,,ed at 
1225°.F :and slow cooled at a rate of S0°F per hour to roon1 tetnpc!rature. 
-A a ,a re s:u 1 t the HA Z was s im i 1 a r to that \y h i ch \.Jou l d be pres e 11 t in a s ix 
inch thick, welded plate stress relieved according to industrial pract.ice. 
Embrit._tling Treatments -
To determine the effect of strength level on the materials sus-
ceptibil.ity to temper embrittlement sufficient material f.-,)r r)nc Cl1arpy 
,impact series (usually sixteen specimens) and tt.•l() tr-11s i lr· S Pt ' l-, , ~·' ••• ' c. .... . . . . .-· ... II<" -l' .... ~-, 
from ~?tch strength leve 1 of each quench was given a s tc p- c. 1 o l c::1tJr i ttling ----
(24) :tre.atment. This treatment was developed by A. E. Po'wers at Gf' r1e r a 1 
Electric; it reduces the time necessary to produce a given degree of 
embrittlement compared to that required to produce the same degree of 
.... 
embrittlement isothermally. The step-cool used tt1as as fc>ll(lWS: 
1100°F for 1 hour, followed hy 
1000°F for 15 hours, followed by 
975°F for 24 hours, followed by 
925°F for 48 hours, followed by 
875°F for 72 hours, followed by an air cool. 
9 
\ 
• 
/ 
Material for a matching of impact and tensile specimens was reserved 
unembrittled to serve as an "as quenched" base condition for each 
tensile series. 
Half inch plate material air-cooled and tempered to a strength 
level of 98 KSI was given isothermal embrittlement treatmn1f:, at 
850°F, 900°F, and 950°F for times ranging from 10 hours to ]l,cnl hours. 
The purpose of these treatments was to determine the kinetic::; ,>t the 
embrittlement in industrial heavy section plates. 
In addition, water quenched, one inch plate material which had 
.been tempered to 101 KSI was isothermally embrittled at 900°F far 
times ranging from 50 hours to 5000 hours. 
The above treatments, step-cools and isothermal holds, were 
carr-ied out in forced air furnaces without the a pp I i cat i"n , , f stress. 
To , determine the e f feet of stress on the embr i. t t 1 vnlf' nt r a tt·, mat,. r i ,l l 
was held at 900°F in the form of modified creep specimens under a 
36 .KSI load for 100, 316, and 1000 hours. A description of the speci-
lllens Used is given in the following section of the procedure. 
' The fifty-two HAZ blanks were divided into three groups of seven-
teen (one was retained for metallographic examination). One group was 
left unembrittled. A second group was given the step-cool treatment 
·described above. The third group was held isoth(·rma J ly for 1000 hours 
at 900°F. From each group of seventeen blanks onP tens i l t· s pc-c inwn 
liilas prepared. The tensile specimen was of reduced gauge lt·ngth •..;ldch 
:Lncluded only the HAZ region of the blank. 
Creep Specimen -
Since Charpy impact specimens were to be used to measure toughness 
10 
. J 
\j 
, ..
it was necessary to use a creep specimen of sufficient cross section 
t:o allow the removal of the Charpy impact specimen after the embrittle-
llieht tre·atment. It was decided that twleve impact specimens would be 
sufficient to determine each toughness transilinn curve. TiwsP speci-
mens were obtained by embrittling under load twu Cl"l't'p spPciml•ni; <)f the 
-
type illustrated in Figure 4a, that is, a specimen with a six ind1 
gauge length and a 5/8 inch diameter cross section. From the ~.sugc 
length region of each specimen six one inch long blanks were removed. 
Extensions were friction welded to both ends of each of these blanks. ~ 
This gave sufficient material to machine the required twelve Charpy 
impact specimens. The notch was placed in material that had received 
the creep embrittlement treatment. This construction is illustrated in 
Eigµ~e 4b. The friction welding was performed by Kinematics, Incorpo-
:rat~d of Greenfield, Massachusetts. 
Mechanical Testing -
.. 
To determine the degree of embrittlement produced by the various 
treatments a Charpy impact series was tested for each treatment 
according to ASTM procedure A-380-68. The average number of specimens 
~ 
in, a series was sixteen. The specimens were tested over a sufficient 
~ange of temperatures to determine the upper and lower shelves as well 
.as esta.blish the behavior in the transition . 
reg lt,n. In all cast.:-s, the 
specimens were oriented longitudina 1 ly with the notch ly i.ng nnnna l ta 
the rolled surfaces of the original plate. The specimen orientation 
is illustrated in Figure 1 • 
The determination of the various transition temperatures from the 
impact test data was accomplished with the use of a computer program. 
This program is described in an appendix to this thesis, 
11 
/ 
In addition to Charpy impact tests, for each treatment t"1o 
tensile speci~ns were tested to determine the strength level result-
ing from the various treatments. Only one tensile test per treatment 
was performed in the case of the HAZ material. In the case, ,,f the 
creep embr it t led mater ia 1 no tensile tests we re pc-rt ·q n:- a1 , 1 ·: h ,ugh 
hardness determinations were made. The tensile t cs ts ,,,;f· r•· . >t l). 2 52 
inch diameter specimens and performed according to ASTM A-370-68. 
Metallography -
Photomicrographs were obtained of the structures resulting 
from each of the quenches used. These photomicrographs were used 
for the identification of the transformation products as well as 
grain size determination. 
In addition, an etheral picric acid etchant specifically 
(2 5) developed· for the detection of temper embrittlement 
\,:as tis ed 
on both an unembrittled and an embrittled specimen. This was to 
d~termine the applicability of this etchant to 2.25% Cr - 1% Ho 
_st~el. Th.e preparation of this etchant fol lows: 
li Saturate 250 ml of ethyl ether with 50 ~ of hydrous 
picric acid. 
2. Add to the above, 260 ml of zephiran chloride solution, 
r 
that is, 10 ml of 12.8% zephiran chloride solution in 
~ 250 ml of water • ... 
Shake this mixture thoroughly in a tightly stoppered 
container and allow to stand over night. The mixture 
Will separate into two layers. The top being ether 
sat:urated with picric acid and some zephiran ct1loride 
and the bottom being an aqueous zephiran chloride-picric 
12 
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acid solution. 
4~ To use, dilute liquid from the top layer three to one in 
ether. 
Saniples are innnersed, not swabbed or agitated, for equa I lrn~ths of 
time, in the etchant. After etching, the s amp I cs arc I i 1,h t l y :·" -
poL.ished for equa 1 lengths of time. 
I'I·t.... RESULTS 
Essentially, this study was divided into five parts - metal-
lography, strength versus toughness, isothermal embrittlement, 1..'ffect 
:of creep strain, and behavior of the l-IAZ. 
each part of the study will be presented separatv ly. Disc11s!-i i,,n of 
these results has been deferred to the following section. 
Metallography -
Figures 4 through 8 are photomicrographs of the structures 
rest1lt:ing from the various cooling rates used in the initial trans-
formation of the austenite. In all cases, except the !!AZ material, 
the structure shown is that of material which has been tempered to 
approximately 100 KS! tensile strength; the HAZ material was 111 KSI 
tensile stren~th. 
"il' 
The structure resulting from the water quench l1f a one inch plate 
is shown in Figure 5. This structure is lower bainite. Figun, 6 
shows the structure resulting from the Gleeblc simulation ,)f th1c• HAZ. 
l'his structure is also 16wer bainite, but of a much coarser pi· i,,r 
,austenit.e grain ,size than the water quenched base plate. 11w ;,;rain 
size of the HAZ material is ASTM Number 4 while the water quenched 
13 
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one inch pla.te is ASTM Number 6. The cooling rates of the two 
materials are similar: a half-ternperaturc--time rate of 90°F/second 
:(from 2400°F) for the HAZ and 46°F/second (from l 750°F) fot· the one 
' Figu_re 7 shows the structure resulting from the air c,,ol .if the 
half inch plate material. Figure 8 shows that of the air cooled "Ile 
i:nch· plat-.e material. 
In both cases the structure is t1pp~r hai11it~. 
The prior austenite grain size was ASTM Number 6, thP same as that 
.of the one inch water quenched plate material shown in Figure S. The 
half-temperatµre-time cooling rates for the ha! f inch and "11<.: inch 
a.ir cooled material were 1.8 and l.2°F/secon<l, H'spectively. 
The structure resulting from furnace cooling hall inch plate 
material is shown in Figure 9. This structure cons ist:s of pr,,-
eutectoid ferrite and upper bainite. The prior austeni t,• ~n1 in size 
of this material was also ASTM Number 6. The half-temperature-time 
cooling rate was 0.077°F/second. 
Neither the degree of embrittlement nor of tempering to the 
va.r. ious strength levels produced any not i ct· ab I c .:, ff ec t nn the micro-
St:tti.Cture when etched with nit a 1 ( at the low n;;i ,-;n i 1 i cat i, ,n used). 
An ether a 1 pier ic acid etchant, however, did sh,n, a di ft l'l·,·nce be tween 
the embrittled and the unembrittled material. Th e g r a i r1 
1 the embrittled material were much more severely attacked than tlws,· nf 
the unembrittled material as shown in Figure 10. 
Effect of Strensth Level on Transition Temperature -
rh this portion of the study the unembrittled and step-cool 
~mbrittled transition temperatures were determined for material of 
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different strength levels. The results are presented in Table Ill . 
0 f the var i o us trans it ion temper a tu re 1 is t e d i n 1· a b 1 c I I I , t 11 e b O fr> o t-
pound transition temperature was chosen for grap11ica 1 prt·st·11tat i""t, ,1f 
·the results. 
Th~ water quenched one inch plate data are pt.\.·sented in Figl1rc 
11:. Th·is figure shows the transition temperatur~ .,f the unembrittled 
mater i a 1 i n.c re as i ng with inc re as in g ma t er i a l s t r c n gt 11 . TI1 e t r a 11 s i t i. on 
·t_emperature. o.f the embrittled material is shown tt> decrease slightly 
with increa.sed tensile strength. 
Figure 12 presents the transition temperature data for the half ... 
frich and one inch air cooled plate material. Thcst· two grc}t1ps i>f 
data are pres en t e d together be ca us e o f the s i m i l a r c . ) t) l i 11 g 1- ;1 t e s 
experienced by the two materials during their init ia 1 tr:1as f, 1 r:~1:it ir,ns 
from th·e. a.us teni tic condition. The unembr it t 1 ed nia t er ia l s i10;..:s :1t1 
increase in transition temperature with increasing strength. The 
embrittled material also shows an increase in trat1sition temperattsre 
with increasing strength, but to a lesser degree than the unembrittled. 
Figure 13 is a presentation of the data for the furnace cooled 
half inch plate material. The data in tr1is case· s l1,) t.,, \" i r t tl a l l v nL'l .,, 
e.mbrittlement. The transition temperatt1re <)f l),.1tr1 tl1(· t1t1t.·rnr1ritt l.c~d 
m.a t.:e r i a 1 and the s t e p- coo 1 e d mater i a 1 show a de c re as e in t t: an. s i t it) n 
t·emperature with increased strength. 
A comparison between Figures 11, 12, and 13 reveals two note-
\,tor·thy trends. One is the general increase in transition temperature 
w·ith decreased cooling rate of the initial transfc)rtnation. The r)ther 
is the dec·reased embrittling effect of the step-cool treatment with 
15 
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:decreased cooling rate o·f the transformation. These trends are 
illustrated in Figure 14. 
Isothermal Embrittlement -
The transitidn temperature data resulting from the various iso-
thermal holds used in this portion of the study are presented in 
Tab.le IV. The 60 foot-pound trans it ion temperature was cll{l5Cn for -· ' 
graphical presentat·ion of the data. 
Figure 15 shows the embrittlement of 98 KSI air cooled half inch 
·plate material with time at 850°F, 900°F, and 950°1'" .. TI1i· 9=)11°1-· 
E3mbrittlement is initially the most severe. But, for t ir:1cs ~;rt·atcr 
·than approximately 3000 hours the 900°F hold becomes m<1re dt· lt·ti·:· i()l18 
to toughness. It is anticipated that, had the embritt lemcr1t l)t_·t·t\ 
carried out to even longer times, the 850°F hold would t,ave overtaken 
the 900°F hold in the degree of embrittlement produced. 
The isothermal embrittlement of the 101 KSI ,t1ater quenched one 
1:p.ch plate material at 900°F is presented in Figure 16 (also included 
in th:i_s figure is the 900°F isotherma 1 eml)r it t lcrnen t ct1r\'e for tl,e 
ha:1,f inc:h ·air cooled plate). Figure 16 shot..JS the.· \•later qt1encl1ccl 
·m·ater.ial approaching some leve 1 of maximum en1l)r it t lemc11 t - tb,a t is, 
the :rate of embrittlement decreases significar1tly \.Jith increased time. 
lt shbti,ld be noted that, at the same time the water quenchvd m;1t(·ri;1l's 
rate of embrittlement is decreasing, the rate of embrittlement t>f tlle 
air cooled material is still increasing. The two materials s1'1(>W ap-
proximately the same transition temperature after about 800 hours of 
I 
embrittlement due tb the higher unembrittle<l transitic)n temperature of 
:th~ air cooled material. 
16 
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.Ef fe¢·t of Creep Stress -
Table V presents the transition temperature data from the creep 
embrittlement portion of the study. The 60 foot-pou11d transition 
temperatures resulting from the different ernbrittlement titnl~s are 
shown graphically in Figure 17, where they are 
isothermal embrittlement of air cooled plate. 
• compared t . ) t 11 C 9 0 0 ° F 
I t n1 .:1 \' b , · s t · t · n t i1 a t the 
, 
creep embrittled material is initially Wt1rse than tl1e t111strt·!j~(·d is:i1-
thermally embrittled material, but that for times around 1000 hours 
they appear to be about the same. Because of the limited amount <>f 
daJ:a it is impossible to predict the long time effect of creep strain 
on the embrittlement. 
Figure 16 shows the straining of the material during creep. The 
strain at 1000 hours is approximately 1.5 percent. Thi.s is higher 
than the half percent which would have been desirablt· becaus(· it 
re pres en ts a c re e p rate too h i g h for pr a c t i ca 1 a pp l i c a t i,) t1 s . 
Behavior of the Heat Affected Zone -
The transition temperature data resulting from the study of the 
HAZ material are presented in Table VI. The unembri.ttled transition 
te:!lnperature is slightly higher than that of the one inch 1.;ater quenched 
plate (see Figure 11). This is much superior to the half inch air 
cooled plate (simulated six inch water quenched plate) which represents 
the base plate which would contain the HAZ. The same ls true of the 
step-cool transition temperature (see Figure 11) and the 1000 hour 
isothermal embrittlement transition temperature (see Figure 16) of the 
RAZ material. The HAZ material appears to be always significantly 
tougher than the heavy section plate in which it would be located. 
17 
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IV. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
To maintain continuity the results of this study will be 
di$cussed in the same order as they were presented in the previous 
section .. 
Metallography -
The transformation products resulting fr0n• the various quench 
.rates used were those which would have been c·xpt··ctt·d basc-d l1t1 tl1e 
' 
continuous cooling transformation diagram (Fi~t1rc 2). 
The one inch water quenched material and the HAZ material 
',.cooled at sufficiently rapid rate to produce a lower bainite or 
acicular bainite structure. The structures of these materials are 
shown in Figures 5 and 6 respectively. The larger grain size of the 
HAZ material would be expected to increase its hardenability somewhat 
(i.e., to shift the C-T curve. to the right). The shape of tlw curve 
i$ ~u6h that this shift would not be expected ta significantly change 
the transformation products. 
The air cooled half inch and one inch material (Figures 7 and 8) 
cooled at a somewhat slower rate. This resulted in the formation of 
an, upper bainite structure. 
The furnace cooled material (Figure 9) was cooled at a rate which 
Was sufficiently slow to allow the formation of a large amount ot pr-0• 
eUtectoid ferrite. This was followed by the sub.sPqtwnt formation of 
an upper b a in it e s tr u ct u re fr om the re ma ind c: r () f t 11 e a us t , · 11 i t t • • 
The significance of the various structures on the emhrittlement 
behavior of the material will be discussed in the following s,•cti.,ns. 
The fact that 2.25 Cr - l Mo steel is susceptible to the etheral 
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_picr_ic aci:cf etchant check for temper embrittlement should be of some 
·pra.ct.,ical value. Although by no means qL1ant itat i\1 e in natt1re, this 
test might be successfully used to determine if a partic11lar heat of 
steel is or is not susceptible. It is not surprisin~ that Pmbrittle-
·me·nt i:n -2 • 2 5 (}r - 1 Mo s t e e 1 is rev e a 1 e d by th i s t t · s t s i r i c t· 1 tl gt· 11 t" r a l 
ste.:.~:ls with chromium as an al laying element and pl1.,1spl1, 1 rt1s H!-i ,)tle ,)f 
( :~ 5) the embrittling elements are susceptible to tl1e test. 
Effect of Strength Level on Transition Temperature -
In this portion of the study the step cool embrittling trcnttrrnt 
w.~.s u.sed to determine the effect of strengtl1 leve 1 on the materials 
susc~ptibility-. Figures 11 through 14 show the results. 
The increase in the transition temperature of the unembrittled 
-one inch water quenched material with increased strength is a resµlt 
o £ the e ff e ct o f the ch a ng e in y i e 1 d s tr e 11 g t 11 • T11 e P f ff• c t ,1 f in-
:c r.e as ed mater ia 1 strength was to shift the yield st re 11g ti1 ve r st1s 
~emperature curve upward and to the right. The result ,)f tl1is \t.i8S an 
increase iq ·the temperature at which the plain stress to pla i.11 strair1 
·transition occurs. The embrittled one inch water quencl1ed material 
:$hows a slight decrease in trans it ion temperature witl1 increased 
strength. Thi~ reversal_ of slope is the rest1lt of the increased 
tempering times used to reduce the material to the lower strength 
levels. The result of the longer tempers is an increase ir1 the number (26) 
o.f g·rain boundary carbides present. The pffcct ()f tl1cse carl1idrs 
i~ to enhance the grain boundary decohes ion pr()dL1ced t)y tl1e e1ntJr it t ling (27) 
•~l·ements. The carbide particles are much nu)re brittle tl1a11 t11e 
'bainite matrix and thus act as stress concentration at the boundaries. 
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'The same effects may be seen on the behavior of the half inch 
-and one inch air cooled_. material. In this case tl1i• sl(1pP ,1f tl,e 
transition temperature versus strength level line i11creascs itl hi1th 
the embr it t led and the unembr it t led cond it it1ns. 1bt- s I <1 pv i z1 l iit· 
e1Dbrittled condition, although not negative, is grt·at},,. r .. ·,\11 ... ·._ i frt1m 
th.e slope of the unembrittled condition. That the emhrittlcct tnatt:·rial 
material is the result of the degree of embrittlen1ent not being as 
g.reat as ·it was for the water quenched material. As a r(~ f; t.1 l t, tl1e 
increased grain boundary carbide formation rest1lting fri-,m tl1,· l,1nger 
tempers • not large factor. The fact tt1a t 11() t m11cl1 carbon 
l.S as a 
as 
( ") ., ) 
. ... b • left • solution after quenching of the • Cf10lt·d 0 .. 1tcrial 
1S 1.n 
a1r 
precipitate on tempering also may serve to lessen tl1c eif~ct ,1f the 
temper on the embrittlerrent. 
to 
The furnace cooled material shows virtually no embrittlement 
a:fter a step cool treatment. This may be for one of two rcastJns. 
Op.e: is that it may take longer for embritt lement to occt1r in tl1is 
:iµat.ttrial. Thus, the step-cool does not allow st1fficient time for a 
me,asurable amount of embrittlement to occur. Tl1e c1tl,,.·r is tl1at the 
tna:ter ia 1 is not sus cept ib le to temper embr it t 1 P111t..· r1 t . 1·11 at is t l1a t 
the energy required to fracture the "emb r it t 1 c d " ni,1 t v r i a l t r a 11 s >~ r an u-
la;tl:y Ts less than that required to fracture it intc· r gr a1111 la r 1 )~. 
A possible explanation for the decreased ernbrittlrme11t rate 
(i.-e:.,, the decreased amount of embrittlement produced l)')' tl1c step• 
cool) with decreased initial quench rate is the follt1\tJing. The 
slower co·ot from 1750°F in combination with the higher tempering 
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temperatures used on the sla.1er cooled n1aterial (see Table II) caused 
a greater dispersion of the embrittling C'll·n1c11ts frt)m tl1e graitl 
b:oundary region. The result is that in tl1c fas tc r c t)O l r-d n1a t c-r ia l the 
step-cool embrittlement treatment returns a larger pPrcr·11tagc ,)f tl1e 
embrittling elements to the grain boundaries. 
It should be evident from the foregoing discussion that the 
step-cool treatment does not give a true indication of the maximum 
embrittlement potential of a material. Rather, it gives a11 indication 
of the combined effect of initial embrittlement rate ancl tl1r~ mi1ximum 
potential embrittlement. 
-·. Isothermal Embrittlement -
The data resulting from the isothermal embrittlen1er\t of t1alf 
i-pc.h air cooled material was sufficient to plot a pc)rti.c)n ,>f tr1t.· iso-
emb-rittlement C-curve diagram. This may be seen in Figure l9. S it1.cc 
(]) the original curves of this nature developed by Jaffee and Bufft1m 
:foJ'..:" s·teel; .few published studies have been through enough to produce 
~ set of C-curves for a material. 
This type of C-curve behavior is predicted by the kinetics and 
(2 8) 
·thermodynamics of equilibrium grain boundary sc-gregatir111. At high 
temperatures the rate of embrittlement is n1ore rapid d11e ti.1 tt,e l1igl1cr 
diffusion rates of the embrittling elements. 
t·ures the maximum embrittlement (i.e., maximum grain b1.)t1ndary se~rt:·-
gation) possible is greater because of the decreased effect of entropy. 
From the C-curve~ __ for 2.25 Cr - 1 ?wto steel generated in this study I 
otte sees that the noses of the curve shifts downward with increased 
time at temperature. After 1000 hours the nose is at 975•p, after 
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10,000 hours it appears to be at 850°F, and after 30,000 hours it is 
e;l{pected that it would be at 800°F. In other words, long time serv1cc 
{3 to 5 years) at 800°F would be more deleterious to toughness than 
.. the s:ame length of service at 900°F. 
Comparison between the 900°F embrittlement curves for half inch 
air cooled material and one inch water quenched material (Figtirf· 16) 
is quite informative. The initia 1 rate of ernbr itt lc·nwnt is much 
greater fOr the water quenched material than for thc> air conlt>d 
1naterial. It has been proposed that this is due to tbv gr1·at,·r d1·.:n•e 
oJ diffusion of the embr it t 1 ing elements away from the grain h,)t1tvl.-11· i es 
:in the air cooled material. The embrittling elements are more soluble ~ (29) 
in f~t'·iite than in austenite 
and thus would tend to difft1sc away 
~om the grain boundaries while the material is between ll00°F and the 
upper critical temperature. Since the air cooled material was in that 
range for longer time both during initial cooling and d11rlng tempering 
it would be expected to have greater degree of ernbr it t I in,-; c· ! f'nwnt 
dispersion from the grain boundary region. 
that the maximum degree of embrittlement possible is significantly 
greater for the air cooled material. One nrust assume that this is due 
to the difference in nature of the grain boundary region of the two 
materials. The air cooled material has a larger degree of carbide 
, precipitation at the grain boundaries due to its slower initial 
cool~ng rate. 
Further reference to the comparison between the one inch water 
• quenched and the half inch air cooled material embt-ittl<'ment sho1,111 
the transition temperatures of these two materials to be apprnxim,1tely 
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the same after 800 hours of embrittlement. This is a result of the 
more rapid initial embrittlen1ent of the watt·r qt1Pr1cl1r·d n,ateri~il 
combined with the greater maximum embrittlemP11t (>f tl1t· air c,)Olt·<i 
material. By coincidence the transition temperatt1re prrJcit1cetl t:;y 
the step-cool treatment in both of these materials is alsrl tt1c· s,1me 
as that produced by 800 hours at 900°F. If one were to jt1cige the 
telative susceptibility of the air cooled and the wat~r quenched 
:material based on the results of the step cool treatment alone, one 
would say that they had the same toughness in the cmbrittlcd condition 
and that the susceptibility (total shift in transitio11 temperatt1-re) of 
tl1e. ~.ir cooled material was less than that of tl1e \.Jater qt1enchPd 
mater .i a 1 • That this is contrary to the a c t ua 1 c a s e i s s l· c- 11 f r , >m 
examination of Figure 16. The air cooled material actt1all\' sh,1~·s a 
much greater susceptibility to ernbritt lement; the maxinrum t"·rot>r i tt le-
_tnent :potential and the ernbrittled transition temperature are mt.sch 
gt'e:at:er for the: air coo led than for the t.tJater qt1enched material. 
Thus the isothermal embrittlement data confirm tt1at the step-
c·ool embrittlement treatment does not give a true ind icat it)n of the 
embrittlement of a material which will result from lt)tlg time service 
at elevated temperatures. 
E~fect of Creep Stress -
It has been reported in the literature that a small strain at 
embrittling temperature results in a decrease in tl1t-· dt·gl"t'l' t)l 
(19) embrittlement which results. Steeb and Rosentr1al t()t111.d tl1is to 
(20) be th·e case for AISI E-6150 steel. D. A. Woodford found some 
indi.cati·on o·f the same effect on a NiCrMoV stee 1. 
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The results of this study were such that they neither confirm 
n:or refute the findings of these investigat<)rs. Onf' sc>es frc>m 
Figures 17 and 18 that the stressed material embrittles alightly 
faster than the unstressed material tvhile the material is i11 the 
init ia 1 stage of creep; but, after some t i.mc in th<' sPcond stage of 
creep the transition temperature is the sam0 as the ttn~mhr itt lt"d 
::mat.er ial, The strain at 1000 hours in thi.s stt1dv \,ias l1i~t1,··r t:llRll , 
actual industrial conditions would be expectr·d tr) prddtict·. 
From these results no final cone lusions ,i~:l'\t ~c· dr·!t.,:t1 al,,"'\,,Jt th<" 
1 pr):g term e f f e c t o f c re e p s tr a in on the em b r i t t 1 r· nH· r1 t r :1 t • · • i ! . '".; -
ever; it appears that creep strain is not dctr i1ne11t,1 l itl thri sllt>rt 
time range (less than 2000 hours). It is strc)ngly rc-c,1mrnP1ldc}cl tt,at 
further creep embrittlement tests be carried ot1t to clctc~rn,i11e the 
behavior at lower strain rates and longer e1nbrittlcm("!nt times. 
Behavior of the Heat Affected Zone -
The behavior of the heat affected zone is much st1perior to the 
half inch and one inch air coo led base plate. The t1a 1 f i11cl1 a r1d \ine 
inch a i r coo 1 e d p 1 a·t e inc l u de d in this s t ud y is a s i mu l a t i <1 t1 \) f hf' ~1 \~y 
se.ction base plate in which a heat affected zonc- r)f tl1 is t\'pc- ~ ... \c)\l l<i 
b~ loc:at.e.d. The HAZ material was much st1perior to the air cooled 
material. It is therefore felt that temper embrittlemcnt of the n">am? 
grained heat affected zone is not a rea 1 problem. TI1e superior bP-
havior of the heat affected zone is understandable when its structural 
similarity to the water quenched base plate is consiciered. 'nlc wat(-r 
quenched material showed a superior beha'-rior to the air cooled m,a.ta:ial 
and so does the heat affected zone material. 
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A coarse grained heat affected zone was studied as it was felt 
that this region of the heat affected zone would be more susceptible 
than the fine grained region. It has been shown hy a number of in-
(16,17) 
vestigators that decreased austenite grain sizr improvra a 
material's resistance to temper embrittlement. It is therri,,rr felt 
that th.e toughness of the heat affected zone in general wi 11 n•mn in 
Superior in toughness to the base plate when a welded plate is suh-
je.c·ted: to·· temper embritt lement. 
V·. CONCLUSIONS 
From the results of this study the following conclusions have 
b:een reached: 
1. In the tensile strength range from 70 KS! to 120 KSI a 
de c re as e in s tr e ng th res u 1 t s in an inc r c· a s 0 d s us c e pt i b i 1 it y 
to temper embrittlement for water quenclwd and t:,·mp,,r,·d 
and for air cooled and tempered thin section plate. In 
this strength range decreased strength also results in 
irtcreased toughness of the unembrittled material. 
2. Furnace cooled and tempered thin section plate showed no 
embrittlement when subjected to the step ... cool ('mbrittling 
treatment. 
3. The step-cool embrittling treatment was shown to he 
4. 
comparable to approximately 800 hours at 900°F ;1nd not a 
'"-. 
true indication of the embrittlement which may occur after 
~ 
long time service in the elevated temperature rangt'. 
Air cooled and tempered thin section plate m.ate1· ia l was 
shown to have a much greater potential for embrittlement 
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-than water quenched and tempered thin section material. 
5. A creep stress applied during cmbrittlement was shown to 
have 1 it t 1 e e ff e c t on the em b r i t t 1 e IllE? n t (> f a i r c ") o l e d 
thin section rnateria 1 for times tip tc) 1000 l1r1t1rs. 
6. The heat affected zone of heavy section plate rl'.'maine 
superior to the base plate in toughness when s11bjPcted to 
temper embrittlernent. 
It should be noted that in the above conclusions the "air cooled 
thin section plate" was comparable to watc>r qt•Pndw<l hl',,vv src ti nn 
plate; also, the "furnace cooled thin section plate" was ,·omparablc 
to air coole·a heavy section plate. 
·"· 
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TABLE I - CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF LUKEN'S HEAT NUMBER A-0152 
Weight Percent 
Element C Mn Si Cr Mo Ni Cu V· s p Sb 
Analysis 
• '13 .55 .36 2 .16 .94 .14' .:28" <·.01 •. ·02-2 •. OtJ: 31 One 
Analysis 
.14 .48 .36 2.24 .94 . 14 • 2 7 <.01 .025 . 006 53 Two 
1.15/ .035/ .035/ ASTM .15/ .631 .32/ 2.62/ 
Specifications .27 .13 1. 88 .85 
Analysis One - Materials Testing Laboratories in Los Angeles (except Sb, Su, and As by Chevron 
Research Company, Ricl1mond, California). 
Analysis Two - United States Steel Applied Researct1 Laboratories, Monroeville, Pennsylvania. 
ppm 
Sn As 
;,;.. 
250 97 
250 120 
' 
~-------------
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TABLE II - SUMMARY OF INITIAL HEAT TR.EATI-1ENTS ,I_ 
Material Tensile Strength* Temper S t r cs t, R ~~ l i e f 
One inch 127 ksi 1.25 hr. 120C)°F ll(> I1 f• plate 117 ksi 5 11 r . l 2 n f ) •'.) 1-' n () r11.· water 106 ksi 20 11 r . 1 :~OCl°F 11 (} tl (' quenched 101 ksi 70 hr. 120t)°F no11t· from 1750°F 90 ksi 200 hr. 12(H)°F nt'lt1 t.:) 
·One inch 95 ksi 8 hr. 128n°F' non t:i-pl-~te 79 ksi 400 hr. 120(1°F nr>l'lt" 
~ir cooled +20 hr. l3C)0°I~ none from 1750°F 
Half inch 110 ksi 1.7 hr. 12 2 5 ° r" nor1c plate 103 ksi 10 hr. l?')~v~, 
- ..... ') l· tlOtl(' • cooled 98 ksi 6 hr. 1 'J ~r) °F' 10 l1 r . 1225°P 
air 
-- (_ ,, *' from 1750°F 85 ksi 40 hr. 128()°F 10 11 r . 1,7~·of" ~a •• , ) 
Half inch 89 ksi 6 hr. 1280°F 10 hr. " ·~ --) : ·o ..... ', .· ' ..., . p 
.:. ·- ,._., ; ~ plate BO ksi 40 hr. 1280°F 10 11 r . 17)'Q'e'~ 1 .... _"'> r furnace 71 ksi 30 hr. 1350°F 10 11 r . l225°F 
/ 
cooled 
from 1750°F 
*Average Of embrittled and unembrittled material. 
/ 
28 
,..·, 
f 
TABLE 3a - ONE INCH PLATE, WATER QUENCHED MATERIAL 
'Condition UTS .2%YoS~ True Strain % Reduction % Tra,nsition Temperatures (°F) 
(ksi) (ksi: at ·ultimate of Area Elongation 60 ft.lb. 15 ft.lb. 40 mil 50% FF 
Unembrittled 127 114 • 1 25 71 19 
-51 -176 -73 -67 . 
117 102 .132 72 21 -88 -204 -112 -80 
106 90 .144 74 22 
-94 -199 -116 -86 
99 82 .157 15 26 
-80 -164 -100 -78 
87 69 . 178 --7:s· 25 -110 -186 -131 -110 
Embrittled 128 112 . 129 70 19 -23 -139 -40 -36 
N 118 99 .138 71 21 -40 -133 -67 -49 \0 
107 90 .145 73 23 12 -139 -26 -27 
101 83 .153 73 24 6 -97 -28 -1 
90 70 .199 75 28 -8 -92 -41 0 
i 
• .. 
Condition 
Unembrittled 
\ow 
0 
Embrittled 
I 
TABLE Jb - HALF INCH PLATE, AIR COOLED :MATERIAL 
UTS .2%Y.S. True Strain % Reduction 
.(ks i) (ks,i) at lTl t ima te of Area 
110 94 .140 73 
101 84 .148 72 
95 75 .174 72 
82 60 .222 73 
110 93 .146 72 
104 86 .140 72 
96 77 .160 73 
85 64 .192 72 
% 
Elongation 
23 
22 
22 
28 
22 
20 
24 
25 
Transition Temperature (•F) 
60 ft.lb. 15 ft .. lb. 40 mil 50% FF 
15 
-100 
-2 38 
-12 -102 
-38 13 
-35 
-126 -60 9 
-37 
-116 -70 6 
26 
-84 -10 53 
19 
-73 -12 41 
15 
-69 -13 44 
9 -92 
-36 41 
' 
')_ 
Condition 
Unembrittled 
Embrittled 
UTS 
(ks i) 
95 
78 
94 
79 
:~ 
.2%Y.S. 
(ks i) 
77 
54 
75 
54 
TABLE 3c - ONE INCH PLATE, AIR COOLED MATERIAL 
True Strain 
at Ultimate 
• 15 9 
.247 
.152 
.249 
% Reduction 
of Area 
72 
74 
72 
73 
% 
Elongation 
.24 
34 
.22 
.31 
.Transition Temperature (°F) 
60 ft. lb. 15 ft. lb. 40 mil 50% FF 
-43 
-32 
15 
l4 
-115 
-114 
-93 
-84 
-77 
-58 
-41 
-9 
-13 
-19 
54 
57 
,--------------------------- ····--····" ---
TABLE 3d - HALF INCH PLATE, FURNACE COOLED MATERIAL 
Condition lTTS 
(ks i) 
Unembrittled 89 
78 ~ 71 
Embrittled 89 
82 
71 
.2%Y .Sa 
(ks i) 
61 
48 
41 
60 
53 
39 
True Strain 
at lTltimate 
• 206 
.222 
.296 
.186 
• 2 32 
• 298 
% Reduction 
of .Area 
71 
73 
71 
71 
72 
71 
% 
Elongation 
26 
28 
32 
23 
26 
32 
• Transition Temperature ( 0 ~) 
60 ft.lb. 15 ft.lb. 40 mil 50% FF 
20 
23 
34 
34 
20 
49 
-64 
-59 
-41 
-53 
-79 
-43 
-4 
-15 
4 
4 
-6 
15 
64 
67 
66 
58 
52 
79 
w 
w 
TABLE 4a - ISOTIIBRMALL:Y EMBRITTLED, HALF INCH PLATE, AIR COOLED MATERIAL 
Embrittlernent 
( Temperatt1re 
Unembrittled 
850°F 
900°F 
950°F 
De-embrittled* 
Time 
(Hours) 
--
316 
1000 
3160 
31.6 
100 
316 
1000 
3160 
10 
31. 6 
100 
316 
1000 
3160 
--
Transition Temperatures (•F) 
60 ft. lb. 15 ft. lb. 40 mi 1 50% F. F. 
-35 
-5 
6 
54 
-23 
-18 
-10 
24 
68 
-27 
-18 
-8 
l3 
37 
67 
-34 
-126 
-125 
-99 
-63 
-111 
-113 
-96 
-92 
-32 
-135 
-110 
-102 
-104 
-72 
-27 
-127 
-60 
-39 
-30 
20 
-51 
-45 
-39 
-20 
21 
-58 
-44 
-37 
-23 
0 
40 
-68 
9 
31 
34 
75 
11 
5 
9 
46 
83 
' 
31 
16 
20 
48 
54 
82 
4 
*1000 hours at 9oo•p followed by 1 hour at l2oo•F. 
I ) 
i 
l 
i 
w 
l:'-
• 
....:; 
;-·,;.-_···; 
TABLE 4b - IS0TIIEPJ1ALLY EMBRITTLED, ONE INCH PLATE, WATER QUENCHED MATERIAL 
Embrittlement 
Temper at t1re 
Unembrittled 
900°F 
• 
Time 
(Hours) 
-
50 
200 
51)() 
1000 
2000 
5000 
60 ft.lb. 
-80 
-52 
-27 
-6 
1 1 
26 
32 
Transition Temperatures (OF) 
15 ft.lb. 40 mil 50% F.F. 
-164 -100 
• 
-78 
-153 
-69 -41 
-119 
-48 -12 
-94 
-42 14 
-82 
-16 19 
-69 
-2 30 
-42 9 38 
\ 
/: 
TABLE V - CREEP EMBRITTLED MATERIAL (36 kai LOAD) 
Time at 900°F 
(hours) 
100 
316 
1000 
Transiti,,11 'fcmp£'ratt1rc 
60 ft.lb. 15 tt.lb. 40 mil 
-2 
2 
-----
.• 96 
-101 
-79 
-38 
-32 
-19 
*59: RA equals 98 ksi UTS te11sile strength. 
(OP) 
50,~ FF 
46 
35 
S9 
60 
59 
:TA"i3LE VI - SIMULATED COARSE GRAIN HEAT AFFECTED ZONE MAT!Rl.AL 
'· 
.I 
l 
Treatment Transition Temperatures (°F) 60 ft.lb. 15 ft.lb. 40 mil 50% FF 
-Unembrittled •105 
Step-Cool Emb. 
-29 
1000 hr. at 900°F -8 
·221 
-114 
-97 
35 
• 128 
-51 
-27 
-llS 
-25 
-9 
UTS 
(ks i) 
111 
112 
115 
., 
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FIGURE 1. SLICE AND SPECIMEN 
ORIENTATION. 
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AFTER CREEP EMBRITTLEMENT THE GAUGE 
LENGTH OF THE SPECIMEN WAS SFCT!C:~J~D 
I N TO . SI X C Y LI N D R1CAL 8 LA N K S AS l N D f C A T E D 
BY THE DASHED LINES. 
FIGURE 4A. CREEP SPECIMEN. 
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APPENDIX 
A computer program was written by the author for the purpose 
of· expediting the handling of the Charpy Impact Test data gc11eratcd 
d.'llring the study. In addition to reducing thf> time reqt1tred fr)t 4 
proces.sing the data, the program of fcr~s the ad,,antagc c) f a cc1ns is tent 
ui~·thod for the determination of trans it ion temper attires. 
The 'prog-ram was written in Fortran IV computer language fo1· a 
C:Dc- 6400 cotn.pt1ter with a Calcomp plotter. A brief description of 
the p:r-o_gr_am' s aper at ion fol lows. 
The program performs a least squares fit of the equation 
f(T) = ( 1 - eA(T + B)C) ( U - L) + L 
wher.e ,~- A, B, and C are the coefficients which minimize thf\ least 
square- deviations between the data and thr- C' qt1a t ion. 
- Lis the lower shelf value, arbitrarily defined as the 
l.owe.st value of the dependent variable. 
• U is the upper shelf value, arbitrarily defined as the 
average of the upper fifteen percent of the range of the 
dependent variable. 
The equation is fit to the fol lo\-,ing sets of data pairs: 
Independent Variable 
(T) 
Test Temperature (°F) 
Test Temperature (°F) 
Test Temperature (°F) 
Depen(l~nt Variable 
(f(T)) 
Cv Enc r g,,r (F'T-1,n) 
Lateral Expansion (MILS) 
% Fibri_')LLS f'ractt1rc 
The curve fitting was accomplished by the t1se of a general optimizing (30) program developed by R. Greene as a subprogram to the author's 
program. 56 
- -· --- .,,, . .:-,,:. --
Using the equations obtained as described above the program 
calculates various transition temperatures. These tninsition 
temperatures are included in the program output. Also, the program 
Jnstructs the computer to draw plots of the three sets of data pairs 
using the Calcomp plotter. 
A sample set of output from the program is included as part of 
this appendix. All transition temperaturp values sighted in this 
paper were obtained with the use of this program. 
The program is available for purchase fr,,,'., Leh j r:h Univers 1 ty in 
a form which is compatible with most Fortran c >1:1pilcrs. 
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CHARPY IMPACT St~IES ~~ 
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lj. 0 Q -- 0 ~ ~. 
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25 FT-L~ 
;;o FT-L~ 
3·5 FT-LA 
40 FT-Lr 
45 FT-LB 
~o FT-Lf3 
55 FT-L~ 
bO FT-L? 
50 FT-Le 
49 FT-Lg 
TEMPERATuqc 
-118.3 D~G F 
-99.f) n ;:- G r:: 
-P5.4 DCG F 
-73.S [it r, c::' 
-6).n [)~ r; C" 
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CHARPY IM?ACT SE~IES 
TRANSI1ION T~MPr~~TU~~s 
EXPANSION T t. l-1 P E R A T LJ Q t. 
12 MIL~ 
-140.5 fJCG ,:-
15 MILS 
-11Ll .1 O[G !:' 
20 MIL~ 
-P4.6 D ~r) ,:-
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CHAQPY IM?~CT $ERIES 
TRANSITION TEMP~~ATUQF.S 
F·r·q F~A~ T 
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LHARPY IMPACT SE~IES M2 
---
"\: LURVE FITTit\JG ~ESULTS 
··- CURVt A 8 !"IT 
!~PACT cN~~GY 8.575~-na 3.0~ 
-200.0 
• LflTFRAL t:XP 1.3~~!:.-08 3.~2 
-20L.O 
• P~~CNT Fl3 FR~T 1.105E-12 ~.10 
-21s.1 
DATA MIN ( 1 > 
LATERAL EXP · 
PE. RC NT FI 3 FRCT · 
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